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Department of Economic Engineering, Faculty of Economics 
Kyushu University 27, Fukuoka 812, Japan 
Abst ract - -Th is  paper discusses the similarities and differences between the processes of integration 
and optimization. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider similarity/difference b tween integration and optimization. One of the 
famous functionals, among others, which correlate any continuous function f : [a, b] --+ H 1 to a 
real value is the integral 
L(f)  = f(x) dx. 
The integral operator L is linear and monotone. On the other hand, the maximum (minimum) 
functional 
min f (x) )  M(f )  = max f(x) (re(f) = a<x<b 
a<_x<b _ - 
is nonlinear and monotone. Either maximum or minimum is called optimum. 
There are two analogies between integral and optimum operators. One is observed in transfor- 
mations: the Laplace transform 
= e- V(x) dx, > O, 
and the maximum transform [1-5] 
a(z )  = max z _ 0. 
x>__o 
Another is in simultaneous operation versus sequential (or iterative) operation: 
max f (x ,y)  = max max f(x,y) ,  
(x,~)~D a_<~<b ~b(~:)<~<¢(~) 
where D is the bounded closed domain encircled by two lines x = a, x = b(a < b) and two 
continuous curves y - ¢(x), y -- ¢ (x) (¢(x)  < ¢(x)),  and f is continuous on D. These two 
equalities are equivalently stated as follows: 
f fD [g(x) + fl(x) h(x, y)] dx dy - ~b [g(x) (¢(x) - ¢(x)) 
where g, fl : [a, b] --+ R 1, h : D --+ R 1 are continuous, and 
max 
(*,y)ED 
where g : [a, b] x R 1 --+ R 1, 
for any x e [a, b]. 
g(x ;h (x ,y ) ) -  max g(x; max h(x,y)), 
a<~<b ¢(~)<y<¢(x) 
dx, 
h : D --+ R 1 are continuous, and g(x : .) : R 1 ~ R 1 is nondecreasing 
23 
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In this paper we focus our attention on a comparison of integral operator with optimum op- 
erator from the viewpoint of simultaneous versus sequential operations. For either operator a 
simultaneous operation can be replaced by a sequential one under some constraints. 
In Section 2, we summarize several important results both in integration and in optimization. 
In Sections 3, 4, and 5, the multiple integral is represented by the iterative one. This is based on 
the Fubini Theorem. On the other hand, an N-variable simultaneous optimization is reduced to 
the sequence of (N - 1) two-variable problems under monotonicity and separability. This is based 
on the Maximax Theorem [6], which is a mathematical transliteration of Bellman's Principle of 
Optimality [7] in dynamic programming. We contrast he iterative quation for multiple integrals 
with the recursive one for dynamic programming. In Section 3, we consider two additive problems. 
Section 4 treats multiplicative integrand/objective problems with additive constraints. Section 5 
considers multiplicatively additive problems. In Section 6, we illustrate some complete xamples 
for unit, linear/quadratic, linear, and nonlinear problems. 
2. ITERATIVE INTEGRATION VS. MAXIMAXIMIZATION 
This section summarizes without proof some fundamental results in analysis. We contrast 
integral operator with optimum operator from the "simultaneous versus iterative" viewpoint. 
Each result couples integration with optimization. 
THEOREM 1. Let  a < b, c < d, and 
D={(z ,y )  l a<x<b,c_<y<d}cR 2. 
Then we have 
and 
(1) 
max f (x ,y )  = max max f (x ,y) ,  (2) 
(~,y)6D a<:~<b e<y<d 
where f : D --* R 1 is continuous. Further we have 
and 
max max f (x ,y )  = max max f (x ,y ) .  
a<x<b c<_y<_d e<_y<d a<x<b 
Equations (1-4) are very fundamental. Equation (2) is roughly stated in [8; p. 303]. 
THEOREM 2. Let  a < b, ¢, ¢ : [a, b] ---* R 1 be continuous with ¢(x) < ¢(x) (a < x < b), and 
D={(x ,y )  la<x<b,  ¢ (z )<y<¢(x)}CR 2. 
(3) 
(4) 
Then we have 
and 
max f (x ,  y) = max max 
(#c,y)ED a<_x<b ¢(z)(_y<_¢(x) 
where f : D ~ R 1 is continuous. 
COROLLARY 1. Let D C R a be expressed as follows. 
f(x,v), 
D={(x ,y )  [a<x<b,  ¢ (x )<y<¢(x)}  
= {(x,y) [c < y _< d, r(y) < x < or(y)}, 
(5) 
(6) 
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where ¢, ¢ : [a, b] -~ It 1 and r, a : [e, dJ -~ It I are continuous with ¢(z) < ¢(z) and r(y) _< u(V). 
Then we have 
[,o_ d,=o f(,,v)d,, d,/, (7) 
and 
max max f ( z ,  y) = max max f (x ,  Y), (8) 
a_<=<b 4,(=)<V<,,O0, ) ~<V<_a ~(V)<_~<_*(V) 
where f : D --* R 1 is continuous. 
THEOREM 3. Let D be bounded closed in R 2 and C be the set of all continuous functions on D. 
Let L ( f )  and M( f )  (re(f)) be defined by 
and 
L(f) --//V f(z, y) dx dy, 
n'fin f(z,y)), M(f)--(z,v)EDmax f(z,y) m(f)--(x,y)~ D -  _ 
respectively. Then we have 
(i) The integral operator L : C ~ R 1 is linear: 
L(~/ + Zg) = ~L(f) + ZL(g). 
(ii) The maximum (minimum) operator M(m):  C ~ R 1 is nonlinear. 
(iii) 
I L(f) I < L(I f I), 
M(f )  l< M([ f l) ([ re(f)I_> m(I f l)), 
rn(f) -- -M( - f ) .  
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
THEOREM 4. Let two bounded closed domains D1 and D2 in R 2 satisfy D[N D~ = @, where o is 
the interior operation. Then define D = D1 U D2. Further let f : D --~ R 1 be continuous. Then 
We have  
and 
max f (x ,y )  = max ( max f ( z ,y ) ,  max f (x ,y ) )  . (14) 
(z,u)ED (z,y)ED, (z,y)6 O2 
THEOREM 5. Let D C R 2 be mapped onto [6, R] x [a, ~] under the polar coordinate map 
Z = rCOSO~ 
y = rsin0, 
and f : D --* R x be continuous. Then we have 
and 
/ /D f (x ,Y )dxdy=~a(~Pf ( rc°sS ,  rsinO)dO) rdr, 
max f (x ,y ) - -  max max f(rcosO, rsinS).  
(x,v)eD 6<_r<R a<_O<~ 
(15) 
08) 
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THEOREM 6. Let a < b, ~b, ¢ : [a, b] --~ R 1 be continuous with ¢(z) <_ ¢(z), x E [a, b], and 
D = {(z ,y)  I .  < ,~ < b, ¢(z) < y < ¢(z )} .  
Then we have 
]D[g(z)'-t- 3(z) h(z,y)ldzdy= J~a gCz)(~/,Cz)-~(z))q- 3(z)j¢,(=) hCz, y)d dz, 
where g,3 : [a,b] ~ Rt,h : D --* R x are continuous, and 
(17) 
where g : [a, b]R t --* It 1, h : D ~ R t are continuous and g(z; .) : It 1 ~ R t is nondecreasing for 
any r E [a, b]. 
We call Equation (18) the Maximax Theorem [6,9-11]. This is proved in [6; p. 268]. Throughout 
the remainder of the paper we are mainly concerned with the iterativeness of both integral and 
optimum operators. This comes directly from Equations (1), (2), (5), (6), (17) and (18). 
3. ADDIT IVE  PROBLEMS 
In this section we consider both integration and maximization problems whose integrand/objec- 
rive and constraint functions are additive [12; p. 252]. We derive the recursive equations for the 
integral and maximum value functions. An optimization problem is called additive if its objective 
and constraint functions are additive [13]. Similarly an integration problem is called additive 
integral if so are its integrand and constraint functions. We treat additive integral and additive 
program in this section. 
3.1 Single additive constraint 
Let us consider the following three problems. 
v,(c) = f ... fRd=l . . .dx,,  
u,(c) = ] . . . ]R[ f l (Z l )  +. . .  + f,(z,)]d=~...dzn, 
(19) 
(20) 
and 
where 
w,(c) = =~ [.fl(=,) + . . .  + Y,,(=,,)], (21) 
R -- (= = (=1,. . . ,  =,) I gl(Zl) +. . .  + gn(zn) < c, 
C > O, n >__ 1 and .fi : Rt ~ Rt, gi : RI ~ R~ are continuous. 
z />__O, I< i<n}CR~.  
max g(z; max h(x, y)), (18) max g(z;h(z,y))  = ,<=sb (~,~)eO ~(=)_<u_<¢(~) 
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In the following it will be clear from the context whether x is considered n-dimensional or 
one-dimensional. The domain R depends on n and c: 
R = R(n, c). 
However, throughout the remainder of the paper, we use the simplest notation R in place of 
R(n, e). This will not confuse us. Then we have the corresponding forward recursive quations 
and 
{ ..(c)= 
.~(c) = 
{ u.(c)-- 
DVn_I(C- gn(x))dx, 
E dx, 
D [Urt- I (C -- grt (X)) "4" fn(X)t / r t -1  (C --  gn(x))]dx, 
EI1 (X) dx, 
w,,(c) = max[w._ lCe  - g,,(z)) + . f . (x ) ] ,  
xED 
Wl(C ) "-- max  f l (X ) ,  
xEE 
respectively. Here we remark that both 
O = {x I gn(X) < c, x > 0} C It~, 
and 
E = {x I gl(x) < c, x > 0} C R~., 
depend on e and n (or 1). 
3.2 Multiple additive constraints 
Further let us introduce the domain Q as follows. 
Q= {(xl,... ,x.) g l (X l )  "~ . .. 3 I- gn(zn) < C hi(x1) +... + h,(x,) _< d / C R~, 
xi>__O l< i<n 
where e > O, d > O, hi : R~ --4 R~ is continuous, and others are the same as in Section 3.1. 
We consider the following three problems. 
v.(c,d)= /... fqazl...dz., 
u,(c,d) = f .../Q[A(zl) +... + f,,(x,,)]dzt...dz,,, 
and 
w,(c, d) = max [fl(xl) + . . .  + f,~(x.)]. xEO 
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Then we get 
Vn(C, d) =/Fvn_ i (c -  gn(X), d -  hn(x))dx, 
v (c,d) = f f z ,  
u,(c, d) =/F [Un_ I (C -  gn(x), d -  ha(x)) + fa(X)Vn- i (c -  gn(x ) ,d -  hn(x))]dx, 
u~(~, d) = fJ~(x) d:~, 
and 
wn(c, d) = ma~[wn_l(c - gn(x),d - hn(x)) + fn(x)], 
wi(c, d) - max .fi(z), 
xEG 
respectively. Here we also remark that both 
F = {x [ g~(x) ~_ c, h,~(x) ~ d, x >__ 0} C a~ 
and 
G = {x I gl(x)_~ c, hi(x) < d, x ~ 0} C R~. 
depend on c, d and n (or 1). We have considered the maximization problem [12; p. 259] 
Maximize 
subject to 
(1) 
(2) 
(m) 
(m + 1) 
bl x~ 1 + b2 x~ 2 +. . .  + bn x~" 
all X qxx "4- ai2 X q'2 +. - -  + aln ~1.  _~ el (___~ 0)1 
a2i z q2' + a2:~ xq22 +. . .  + a2n X q2" _< C2 (>_ 0), 
am~ ~"  + a,~ ~i "~ +. . .  + a,~, x~-- _< c,~ (___ 0), 
X 1 , X2 , . . .  , X n ~> 0 ,  
where pj, bj, qq, aij ~_ O, for 1 < i < m, 1 < j < n and derived the recursive equation 
wj(ci . . . . .  cm) = max [wj-i(ci - a U xq~J,... ,Cm - amj xq'¢) + bj xPJ], o<~<xj 
wi(c i , . . .  ,c. , )  = bi A~'. 
Here and hereafter we use 
which depends on c i , . . .  , cm : 
Aj=i<i<mmin (c~ij)i/q'J 
Aj = A~(cl,... ,c,~). 
On the other hand, the evaluated integral values 
v,(Cl,... ,cry) = f . . .  f axl ...dx,, 
(22) 
(2s) 
and 
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u,(c~,... ,e,O = f ... fs [b~ x~' + ... + b,x~] dx~ ...d~,, (24) 
where 
S = {(Xl , . . . ,xn) I (1),... , (m+ 1) are satisfied}, 
satisfy the corresponding recursive quations 
Vj (e l ,  . . . , Crn) --" V j _  1(C l  - -  a U xq ' J , . . .  , Cm --  arnj  X qmj)  dx ,  
?.)1(Cl, • • • , Crn)  '-- "~1, 
and 
Uj(Cl,... ,Crn)---= 
Ua(C~,... , C~) -- 
O Aj [Uj-- I ( Cl - -  a l j  xql J  , . . . , Cm --  arnj  Z q~'j ) 
-Jcbj x Ia.i × Vj_ l (C  1 - alj xqll, ... ,Crn -- amj xq"i)] dx, 
bl  ~p l+ l ,  
p1+1 
respectively. We call Problems (23) and (24) the multiple polynomial integral and Problem (22) 
the multiple polynomial programming. If in particular all qij are one, then the former educes to 
a' linear integral problem, and the latter does to a linear programming problem (see Example 4 
in Section 6). For linear programming, see also [12; p. 262]. 
4. MULTIPLICATIVE INTEGRAND/OBJECT IVE  PROBLEMS 
WITH ADDITIVE CONSTRAINT 
We consider the following two problems whose integrand/objective function are multiplicative 
[12; p. 257]. 
u,(c) = / . . .  fR[Y~(~l) × ... × f,(x,)]d~l ...d~,, (25) 
and 
w.(c) = opt [A(~I ×. . .  × f . (x . ) ] ,  
zER 
where {fi}, {gi}, c and R are the same ones as in Section 3.1. However, we assume 
l< i<n,  I~(~) > 0, 
only for the optimization problem (26). 
Then we have the forward recursive quations 
and 
un(c) =/D[Un-I(c -- gn(x)) fn(x)] dx, 
Ul(C) =/E  fl(X) dx, 
wn(c) = opt [wn- l (c-  gn(x))fn(x)], 
xED 
wl (c) = opt fl (x), 
xEE 
respectively. Here D and E are the same as in Section 3.1. 
(26) 
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5. MULT IPL ICAT IVELY  ADDIT IVE  PROBLEMS 
Let N >_ 2 he an integer. Then a function f : W v --* R 1 is called multiplicatively additive 
[12; p. 225] if it is expressed as 
y(x~, . . . ,  xN) = f~(~l) + -1 (~)  f2(~2) +. . .  + -~(~)-2(~2)  ×. . .  × -~-1(x~-1)  fN(~) ,  
where fi,o~i :R I " -+ R 1 are continuous. 
In this section we assume multiplicative additiveness of functions f, g : R N ---* R 1. Thus g is 
expressed as follows: 
g(~l , . . . ,  ~)  = g~(~) + ~1(~1) g~(~2) +. . .  + Zl(~) ~(~)  ×.. .  × a~-~(~N-1) g~(~N), 
where gi,~i : R1 --* I~1 are continuous. We further assume 
$i(x)>O for z>O,  l< i<N.  
Now, let us consider the following three problems: 
Evaluate the multiple integrals 
f . . . fTdZ l . . .dzN,  
f ... fTf(xl,... ,zN)dzl...dzN, 
and solve the optimization problem 
optimize f (zx, . . .  ,ZN) subject to ( z l , . . .  , x , )  6 T, 
(27) 
(28) 
(29) 
where 
T={(x , , . . . ,XN)  I g(zl , . . .  ,XN) < C, z ,  > O, l < n < g}  
and c > 0. Here we also assume 
ai(x)>O for x>0,  l< i<N,  
only for optimization problem (28). 
In order to derive hereafter in turn the backward equations, we define the following three 
problems: 
vN-"+l(c) = f ... /udx , . . .dxN,  
uN-"+I(c) = f ... fUY,(z,,... ,ZN)dz,...dZN, 
and 
wN-n+I(C) = opt fn(X,, . . .  , aN), 
(~.,... ,~N)~U 
where 
_ _ R N-n+I U ={(Z , , . . . , xN)  I 9,(X,, . . . ,XN) < c, xi > O, n < i < N} C + , 
fn(xn,. . . , XN) =fn(Xn) 4- an(Z,) fn+x(X,+l) 
+.. .  + ~(~,,)~,+~(~,+~)... -~(~N-~)Y~(~), 
g,(x,,..., ~v) =g,(x, )  + ~,(x, )  g,+~(x,+~) 
+. . .  + ~,(~,)~,+~(~,+~).. .  ~-~(~N-~)  g~(~N). 
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Then we have the recursive quations 
vN_n+a(c) = ./~. vN_ . c :g , ( z )~ dz, (~.(~)  
lJl(c) -- [~  dx, 
t~.(,,) ) a.(.) )] dx, 
ul(c) / fN(X) d~, 
and 
respectively. Here 
depend on c and n (or N). 
zEW 
v = {~ I g.(z) < e, x>0}, 
w "- {x l gN(X)<_e, x>0}, 
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impfies 
w(n) = An-IAn-2 ... AlW(1) + An-xAn-2 ...A2B1 + An- IA, -2 .. .AsB2 
+. . .  + An- IA,-~ Bn-a + An-I B.-2 + B,- I .  
LEMMA 2. Let 
Then 
fo B(p,q)= xP- I (1 -  x)q-1 dz; p,q>O, 
/5 r(p) = z~- le  -~dz ,  p > O, 
beta function, 
gamma function. 
(1) r (p+l)=pr(p)  p>0, 
(2) r(p) = (p - 1)[ /or positive integer p, 
(3) r(1/2) = v~, r(1) = i, r(2/3) = (I/2)v~, 
(4) B(p, q) = r(p) r(q) 
r(p + q)" 
These two lemmas are applied in the following Examples 1, 2, 3 and 5. 
6. EXAMPLES 
In this section we illustrate several examples. We calculate iteratively both integral and opti- 
mum value functions. First, we prepare two tools. 
LEMMA 1. The ~rst-order difference quation 
w(n) = A . -1  w(n - 1) + B ._ I ,  n > 2, 
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EXAMPLE 1. 
Let us evaluate the n-dimensional volume of the region 
R={(z l , . . . , xn)  [ x~'a+z~ '2+. . .+an a" <1, Xl,...,xn_>O}CR~, 
wheren>_l ,  a i , . . . ,a ,~_>0- 
We remark that the transformation Yi = z~ ~, 1 < i < n, implies 
/ . . . . . .  /Rdx l 'dxn  n 1 /Q ' I /a~- lY l " /a" - ldy ly l  . . . . . .  dy,, 
i - i a  i (i) 
I 
where 
Q(~) = {(y l , . . . ,  y,) I y~ +. . .  + u, < ~, y~, . - . ,  y- > o} c R?. 
Letting 
/ /Q .1/c'~-1 - l l¢' . - ldyl . .dyn, 
~, , , (c )  = . . .  ~,1 . . .  y , ,  (~) 
we have the recursive quation 
{ ~.(c) = ~._~(~_ y)y l / . . -~@,  
Ul(C) = OQ C 1/°~1.  
The homogeneity 
yields 
where 
Therefore we get 
Finally we obtain 
u,,(c) = d'" u.(1), p. = ~ , 
i 
u. (1)=An_ lU . - l (1 ) ,  nk2 ,  
ul(1) = al,  
o 
An-1 = (1 - z) m'-' z 1/~'-1 dz = B(pn-1 + 1, 1___). 
n 
1 
un(1) = An-1...A2AlUl(I) - Y(pn + 1)" 
n 
H (~  ` H oq. F ~7 + 1 
1 1 
EXAMPLE 2. First let us evaluate the volume of an n-dimensional ball with radius a: 
2 <a2) ,  R = {(xl,... ,x,) I x~ +. . .  + x, 
where a >_ 0. Letting 
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we have the recursive quation 
Thus the homogeneity 
( ! Vn(a) = 
Vl(a) = • 
v . _~(~ - ~2) dx, 
vn(a)=a n . vn(1) ,  
together with simple calculations yields 
(30) 
vn(1)=An- lvn - l (1 ) ,  
vl(1) 2, 
where 
A._ I=B(1 ,  n+l )  
2 " 
This implies 
lrnl2 
Vn(1) -- r (~ + 1)" 
Therefore we have the desired n-dimensional volume 
(31) 
7rn/2 
vn(a) = a n .vn(1)  = a n 
r(~ + 1) 
i an rn/2 ~ ,  n : even, 
a ~ ~( , , -a) /2  
~(~-1)...].½' n :odd. 
Second we evaluate the multiple integral 
(32) 
f ... fR(~ + ... + ~:~.)d~, ...a~.. 
Denoting this value by un(a), a > O, n > 1, we have the recursive quation 
Un(a) = 2 Un- l (~  -- x 2) + X 2 Vn-l( dx, 
2_a3 
ul(a) = 3 , 
where vn- l (V~ - x 2 ) is calculated in (32). The homogeneity 
u.O) ='~n+2. u.(1), 
yields in turn 
where 
This implies 
Un(1) = An-1 Un-l(1) + Bn-1, 
n-1  
1 n+3.  Bn-1-  
An-x = B 2' T ' r("~--~-) 
un(1) = 
Thus we have the desired integral value 
7r hI2 n 
r("2-~) 7 
f ... fR(x~ +. . .  + ~.) d~l ... d~. = a"+2~ 
7r n/2 n 
rr ,__~ "7" 
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Finally we consider the maximization problem: 
2 <<a 2.  Maximize x~ +. . .+z2n subject o x~ +. . .+x  n 
Then the maximum value wn(a) of course satisfies the recursive quation 
{ w,(a)  = max [Wn- I (~Z 2 ) + X21, --a<__x<a 
~ol(a)  = a 2, 
which has the trivial solution 
w.(a)  = a 2. 
EXAMPLE 3. LINEAR/QUADRATIC PROBLEMS. 
We state only the results for four problems 
(i) Let ai > O, bi > O, 1 < i < n, c > 0 and 
Then 
. :{<. ,  << , 
/ f~ c° • . .  dxl . . .dzn  - n , 
n! Ha i  
1 
i . . . iQ(bl x l  + . . . + bn zn) dxl . . .dz ,  = 
zi>O, l< i<n}.  
(n+ 1)! Ha i  ~i cn+l' 
1 
~a~[bix i+. . .+b,  xn]= i<i<nmax ~ • c, 
and 
C 
~" = (0 , . . .  ,o , - - ,o , . . .o )  
g i .  
attains the maximum, where io satifies 
(ii) 
bio bi - -  = max --.  
aio l<i<n ai 
The maximum problem is solved in [12, p. 263; 14, p. 446]. 
Let ai >_ O, 1 < i < n, c >_ O, and 
Then 
{ I n ) Q= (zx , . . . , zn )  Zx i<_c ,  xi>_O, l< i<n . 
1 
/ f~ c° dzl . . .dx .  = - -  
• " " n ! '  
iio ' (D) • .. (a lx~+. . .+anX~n)dx l - . .dzn-  ( +2)-'---~ a ic  n+2, 
max ai) e 2, 
max, eQ [al z~ +... + a, z2,] = k1_<i<_, 
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and 
io 
x*=(o, .  ,o,~,o, o), 
attains the maximum value, where i, satifies 
35 
ai,---- max  a i .  
l<i<_n 
(iii) Let ai  > O, 1 < i < n ,  c > O, and 
2 <~2). R={(~, . . . ,~ , ) la~l+. . .+anxn 
Then 
S /R ~rnl2 • . .  dX l . . .dxn  -" n " cn ,  
n 
l ' I ¢z/" r( 7 + 11 
1 
f "  ('' 1) 7,, 
1 
max [., + + zn] = I ~-~. 1 • . .  ~ • C ,  
xq R ai 1 
r (n -1 ) /2  
r (-~-~-!) e+',  
and ._ .(1 ¼) 
, . o .  , , 
n 1 a l  
attains the maximum value (see [12; p. 272] for the maximization). 
(iv) Let A be an n x n real symmetric matrix and Q be the n-dimensional unit ball: 
Q= {(,1,...,~n) l~l+ . . .+~ ~ 1}. 
Then an orthogonal transformation together with some calculation yields 
/Q ~rn/2 
• .. dx l . . .dxn-  r (~+l ) '  
/io "°" . . .  , 'A ,d , , . . . ,~n= 2.  r("~-~-) A, , 
max z # Az = An, zEQ 
where 
A1 _< A~ _< ..._< An, 
are the real eigenvalues of A and ' is the transposition. 
EXAMPLES 4.  L INEAR PROBLEM.  
We consider a simple linear integral and its linear program. We illustrate the iterative 
calculations in place of the simultaneous ones. Let 
f I x+7y<140,  2m+4y< 100 
D= (z,y) 3z+2y<120,  z>0,  y>0 j "  
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(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
Then we consider the following three problems: 
v2 =//D dx dy, 
u 2 =//D(3x + 5y)dx dy, 
and 
w 2= max [3x+5y].  
First we have the following "iterative" relations. 
LEMMA 3. 
The domain D has the two equivalent expressions: 
D = ((x,y)[O < x < 40, 
= {(~, u) I o _< u _< 20, 
where 
0 ~ u ~ ¢(~)} 
0 < x < ¢(u)}, 
¢(x) = ¢1(x) ^ ¢2(~)^¢3(~), 
¢1(x) -- (140- x)/7, ¢2(x) = (100- 2x)/4, 
¢(u)=¢l(u)  ^¢~(u) ^¢3(u), 
¢l(y)=(120-2y)/3,  ¢2(y)=(lOO-4y)/2, 
Ca(x) = (120-3x) /2 ,  
Ca(Y) = 140 - 7y. 
jo,O[ ] (3x + 5y) dx dy = 3x- ¢(x) + 5y dy dx 
= 5y • ¢(y) + / 3xdx dy. 
JO 
max [3x+5y]= max [3x+ max 5y] 
(~,~)eD 0<~<40 0<~<¢(x) 
---- max [5y+ max 3x]. 
0<y<20 0<~<¢(~) 
We remark that relations (ii) and (iii) imply the backward relations. These "equations" 
are easily calculated. However we derive and solve another backward equations in the 
following. Of course both backward equations are essentially the same. The latter stands 
on a wider state space than the former. The former stands on the smallest one. 
Denoting 
vl(a,b,c) =/EdY, 
ul(a, b, c) =/E 5ydy, 
and 
wl(a,b,c)-max5y, a,b,c>O, 
yEE 
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where 
E = {~lTy  _< a, 4y_< b, 2y _< c, y__ 0}, 
we have three "recursive" equations 
v 2 = v1(140 - x, 100 - 2x, 120 - 3x) dx, 
{ ul(a'b'/oC)'-~ (~A¼A~)2'40 
u2= [3z.v1(140-z, 100-2z, 120-3z)+ut(140-z, lOO-2z, 120-3z)]dx, 
and 
w~(~,b,~)-5(~^~^~), 
w 2 = max [3z + w1(140 - x, 100 - 2x, 120 - 3x)], 
O_<~$4o 
respectively. Thus we have 
v 2 = 552.5, 
u 2 = 47970.42, 
and 
w 2 = 142.5, 
respectively. 
EXAMPLE 5. NONLINEAR PROBLEM. 
We consider a nonlinear problem where the integrand/object ive is multiplicative and 
the constraint is divided additive [14; p. 255]. 
Let, for c > 0, 
R'-" Zl, . . .  ,xn ,T2 Xl X2 Xl Z2... Zn--1 - -  C R~ zi > O, l < i < n, 
(see [7; p. 58]). Then we consider the following three problems: 
Vn(C) = / . . .  /Rdz~ ...dzn, 
u,,(c) = f ... /R[~ × ... × z,,]dx~ ...dz,,,  
and 
w,(c) = max xl x2 . . .  x . .  xER 
The recursive equations become 
/: v.(~) - ,,._1(~(~ - ~)) d~, 
u,(~) = J0 x .  ~,_1(~(~ - ~)) dx, 
1 c2 ul(e) = ~ , 
c>0 
e>O 
(33) 
(34) 
and 
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{ ~.(c)  = max [x. ~. - I (X  (c -  ~))], 
o<~,<c 
c>O 
wl(c) = c, 
respectively. 
First we solve equation (33). The linear transformation 
• .  C2,*-  1 
Xl=Cy l  , X2 " -  C2 y2 ,  . ,X .  - "  Yn, 
(35) 
(36) 
yields the homogeneity 
v.(~) = ~"-:~.(1), n>l ,  c>O. 
The coefficient {vn (1)} satisfies the difference quation 
1 
vn(1) = An-I Vn-l(1), v1(1) = :, 
where 
A, = B(2", 2"). 
Thus we get 
v.(:) = r(2--:)...r(2~) r(21) 
r(2-) 
Therefore we have the desired volume 
~.(~) = ,.(1) ~2--i. 
Second we solve equation (34). The linear transformation (36) implies in turn 
/ . . . In  yly2.. .y,c~(2°+~l+...+2"-l)dyi. . .dy . .  u.(c) = (:) 
This yields the homogeneity 
Un(C) -" C 2(2 '~-1)  • Un(1) ,  
whose coefficient {un(1)} satisfies the difference quation 
1 
u.(1) = An-: u._:(1), Ul(1) -- :, 
where in this case 
An = B(2 "*+1, 2 '*+1 - 1). 
Therefore we get 
u'*(1)  = r(2"*-:) r (2 - -2 ) . . ,  r(2 2) 
(2-+1 _ 2) (2.+1 _ 3) . . .  2- 
Thus we have the desired integral value 
u,(c) -- u'*(1), c 2"+'-2. 
Finally the recursive quation (35) has been solved in [12, p.270; 13, p. 15]. The op- 
timization problem has the maximum value functions {wl, w2,... ,w,} and the optimal 
policy {r~, ~r~, . . . ,  r*}, where 
2(k-2) 2k+2 
w~(c) = (2k _ 1)~'-: 
2 ~ 
~;(c) = 2k+:-----~ .c. 
• C2~- - I  
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Thus the point (z~, z~,. . .  , z~) attains the maximum value 
2244 (2--1)2 "-1 
• . .  . C2"--Ij 
= (2 -  - 
where 
2,~-1 2(n- l)+(n-2) 22(n- 1)+(n- 2)+(n-3) 
* ~ C 2 X~ ~ C 4 
x x ~ c ,  x~= (2" -1 )  2 ' (2 n - l )  4 " " '  
z,~ -- 22"-~(n - I) + 2" -3(n  - 2) + T ' -4 (n  - 3) + . . .  + 22 3 + 21 2 Jr I -{- 0 C2--x. 
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